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CALLIING ATTENTION TO A MATTER OF URGENT PUBLIC 

IMPORTANCE 

Situation arising out of Sankhya Vahini Project 

SHRI NILOTPALBASU(West Bengal): Sir, I call attention of the 

Government to the status of the Sankhya Vahini Project and the 

apprehensions widely felt in the country about the emergence of a techno-

monopoly which will be controlling the entire information and 

communication sector. But while doing so, I would also like to point out that 

my notice was addressed to the Prime Minister, because I believe that many 

of the questions that I have, are of an inter-ministerial nature. Therefore, in 

the fitness of things, it was necessary that the Prime Minister answers these 

questions. I do not know whether the Communications Minister will be in a 

position to answer all the questions. 
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SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Mr. Chairman, Sir, day before yesterday. 
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in the other House, when the Government came out with a statement that they 

want to be transparent on the Sankhya Vahini issue, we had widely 

welcomed that. But I think, after that statement, the Minister has come up 

with what can be termed as the greatest non-statement of the millennium. 

Tonnes of material have come out on the subject and several questions have 

been asked in Parliament. When we see those replies, those facts,which have 

been divulged by the Government so far on the floor of Parliament and before 

the people, the kind of documents they have in their possession, we find that, 

none of the concerns which have been expressed till now in public have been 

addressed in the statement. Sir, I will put it in question form. Who took the 

decision? We are given to understand that the National Task Force on 

Information Technology had taken the decision on 5th September. If so, does 

the terms of reference of the Task Force on Information Technology enable it 

to take such decisions? Because the decisions of Task Force are 

recommendatory in nature. It does not have executive powers. It is not 

gazetted. Secondly, we are given to understand from the reply to my question 

and several other statements made by the Government outside Parliament as 

well, that the IU Net company which is the joint venture partner, approached 

the Pennsylvania State Corporation on 28th of August, 1998, for the creation 

of IU Net company. It got this name reserved for three months. This period of 

three monoths was to conclude by 25th of December. If that be so, how the 

the minutes of the Task Force meeting, which were put on the internet by the 

Government, and which have been subsequently withdrawn by the 

Government, say that "IUNet was in existence, whereas the business 

information report which was produced by the company, which was 

commissioned by the Indian Embassy in United States, in Washington, gives 

the details that the bye-laws of the IUNet company were adopted on the 6th of 

January, 1999. And the actual in corporation took place on the 9th January, 

1999. Both bye-laws and the incorporation was done in Jannuary 1999. 

Whereas, the minutes of the Task Force meeting say that it was set up in 

1998. What was the basis of that? Why did the Government take it out of the 

Website? Technology is a very interesting subject. I found this out from one 

American website which had actually taken up this data and if was not wiped 

out. So, the cat is out of the bag now. I have the actual minutes of the meeting, 

which I took from the American Website. The third point is, how is the 

Government now claiming that IUNet is a special purpose vehicle? And 

elswhere, the Government says that IUNet   is a company set up by   the 
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Carnegie Mellon University to commercialise their great expertise on the 

wavelength, digital multiplexing, techology. How is it that they had to wait 

till 28th of August, just seven days before the Task Force was going on 

discuss the question of launching this joint venture? How a special 

purposevehicle becomes a company for commercialisation of a technology of 

a reputed University in the United States. Fourthly, whether the Task Force 

had called other technology providers for setting up such a data network or 

not? If not, why not? I would like to know whether the other technology 

providers are available. We have come to know from the 10th Report of the 

Standing Committee that the officials of the Department of Telecom said in 

the evidence that there are such alternative technology providers. I would like 

to know whether the Carnegie Mellon University has got patent on this 

technology. My Internet search of the US Patent office has yielded this 

result. Sir, you are an expert on the subject. You will be able to understand it. 

It says, "Zero patent, zero appplication on this particular technology." Would 

the Government explain it? After the recommendation of the Task Force 

which was the particular agency of the Government which processed and 

took a decision about going ahead with the project? If the Task Force did not 

have executive powers, some appropriate authority of the Government must 

have implemented the recommendation of the Task Force. When did the 

Government actually decide about this project? Which was the appropriate 

authority? My next question is this. Who had authorised the then Secteray, 

DoT and Chairman of the Telecom Commission, Shri Anil Kumar, to sign a 

Memorandum of Understanding with the IUNet company on the 16th 

October, 1998? Sir, this is very vital.Such as MoU could not have been 

signed without authorisation from the appropriate authority of the 

Government. His counterpart who signed the MoU on behalf of the IUNet was 

Dr. Raj Reddy. The Business Information Report received from an authorised 

agency reveals that on the date of incorporation, i.e. 9th of January, they were 

having only two employees and the names were other than Dr. Raj Reddy 

and Dr. Arunachalam who are now running  the IUNet  company. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please wind up. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU:Sir, these are very vital question. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I appreciate your question. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: So far as the corporate  structure of the 
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IUNet is concerned, I would like to know whether before taking the decision, 

the Cabinet was aware of its entity GUNet about which the Government is 

talking now. GUNet is a hundred per cent subsidiary of the Carnegie Mellon 

University. Sir, I have reasons to understand that the Government was not 

aware that the IUNet was not a hundred per cent subsidiary of the Carnegie 

Mellon University. This information was not known to the Cabinet when 

they took this decision. What is the relationship between the IUNet and the 

GUNet? The article of Incorporation and the bye-laws of the IUNet company 

1 which was incorporated on the 9th of January, do not reveal the relationship 

between the IUNet and the GUNet . There is nobody in the Board of 

Directors from the GUNet company. There is no share holding quota. There 

is no information about the authorised capital, about the subscribed capital 

and about the number of shares that can be issued against the authorised 

capital of the company. In the Internet information about I.T. Task Force, 

IUNet says that it is a company which will have the cooperation and 

participation of other U.S. technology providers. Now, what are the names of 

those companies? The next question is regarding purchase of equipments. 

How is it that the Government accepts the non-bidding route? First, 

apparently, is the MOU route for selecting the joint venture partners, but the 

DTS says that we were not aware of the configuration of the I.T. Task Force 

of choosing a particular joint venture partner. Now, I come to the question of 

equipment procurement. There also it is the IUNet which is going to decide 

about the parameters of equipment purchase; .of course, subject to the 

approval of the other directors of the proposed company. Now, how is it that 

the tendering route is not mentioned? How is that the equipment life of five 

years is set against the torque-fibre, that will be provided by the DTS, which 

have a life-time of 30 years? What are the calculations? Now, Sir, my next 

question is this. Earlier, when the Telecom Commission discussed the 

question of setting up of a regional hub of joint venture amongst the VSNL, 

the British Telecom and the MCI , the entire proposal was, time and again, 

discussed threadbare in the Telecom Commission itself. A study of the 

demand to be generated was made. The entire financial esitmate was made. 

How is it that in this case, all those earlier procedures have been totally by 

passed? I would like to know whether there is a demand projection. Is there a 

cash flow statement?   And,    if     there is a cash    flow statement,    how 

does the 
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Government account for the change in the financial parameters of the venture 

because Rs.250 crores which is going to be the approximate custom-waiver, 

which will be in built into the project, has not been acceded to by the 

Cabinet? Sir, I would like to know from the Government whether they have 

any legal document form the Carnegie Mellon University about this entire 

thing because my information is, "to whomsoever it may concern" is what is 

written on the small piece of paper that the Government has received, and 

there is no legal document from the Carnegie Mellon University. And it has 

been said that the Uhiversity will retain the controlling rights in the company 

called the IUNet. But what is the legal validity? 1 would like to know 

whether it has been examined because only one Paul Christiano, who is 

supposed to be the Provost of the University, has wirtten. Our searches on the 

Internet are showing that IUNet and GUNet do not exist. Our internet 

searches, with the sight of a pencil, yield noresult. The State Departments say 

that there is no such company like the IUNet or the GUNet. So, I would like 

to know whether the Government can place on the Tabel of the House a 

binding legal document from the CMU, showing what their relationship with 

the GUNet and IUNet is, the detailed corporate structure of these two units 

which. 1 am in clined to believe, is a figment of imagination. Then, Sir, as 

regards the question of lock-in provision, the CMU says that they will have 

no controlling rights in this company for five years. Now, what happens after 

five years. If a legal document is not available, then what is the sancitiy of this 

document? I would like to know whether it can be legally enforced on that 

University. Sir, these are very important questions becuse, as you know, in 

1958, in the United States, an agency called the Defence Advanced Research 

Programme Agency (DARPA) came up, and it is a specilised agency in 

evolving equipments and systems for various purpose. Now, DARPA 

functions thorugh different contractual partners and many of the American 

Universities are acually the contracts of DARPA and this DARPA is a direct 

wing of the Pentagon. Now, Sir, under such circumstances it is very 

necessary for this august House to know what is the relationship between 

Carnegie Mellon University and these two companies, in which way it will 

have such a high stake in a joint venture partner which is going to set up a 

network. Sir, the exiting network of these countries is of the order of 3.4 

megabytes per second. 
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SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Sir, I have put only two questions. I have 
not made any statement. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Whatever it might be, it should be finished 
within seven minutes. 
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SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Therefore, we have a capacity of only 3-4 

megabytes per second. Now, the proposed network will have 2.4 gigabytes 

to 40 gigabytes per second, which means 1000 to 10,000 tons multiplication 

of the actual data carrying capacity and the speed of data. This will privide 

them with a leverage, and a control in the network. Now, we should know all 
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these detailed things because in other countries like United States and China, 
where they have set up such networks, it is totally under the control of the 
Government and the Defence Department. So, why is it that the Government 
is moving in such a non-tranparent manner? I would like to know whether the 
Minister will lay all these binding legal documents from the Carnegie Mellon 
University on the Table of the House. I would like to know this because 
security question is involved. ! have also spoken to a number of defence 
experts, but till now, there is no coding of the users, no technology, is there. 
They can make the coding and the transfer of data foolproof. Therefore, we 
want to know the actual identity of the IUNet and the GUNet, the procedure, 
the full details about the papers, about, their articles of incorporation,about the 
bye-laws and everything. 1 think. Sir, it will not be in the nationial interest. 
So, Mr. Chairman, Sir, my final question, is will the Government agree to 
have a small - this cannot be discussed and decided on the floor of 
Parliament-Joint Parliamentary Committee to go into all this, and if the 
Committee is satisfied, in proportion to the composition of the two Houses, 
then I think the nation will be set at rest because all of us are for setting up of 
high speed network for transfer of data. 

MR.CHA1RMAN: Now, Shri Rama Shanker Kaushik cannot give 
histime to Shri Nilotpal Basu, but can give his time to the House. The time 
has been given to the House. So, I will not call him. Now I will call Shri 
Abani Roy. He is not present. Shri J. Chitharanjan. 

SHRI J. CHITHARANJAN (Kerala): Hon. Chairman,Sir, nobody is 

against taking necessary steps for imporoving our position in the field of 

Information Technology field or in the field of technology, as a whole. But 

here, the problem is, the Government has taken a decision in an undue haste. 

There was no transparency either, and there has been violation of rules and 

norms. I do not want to go into the details. First, what 1 understand is that 

the Natioinal Task Force is not entitled to take a definite decision, especially 

as to who should be the foreign partner in a firm like this. Therefore, that is 

one question that has to be answered. Before taking such a decision, the 

Government has to consult several departments, officers and so on, 

especially the Telecom Commission. But I understand that the Telecom 

Commission has not been consulted before this decision has been taken. Why 

it has not been done? It is correct on the part of Government to have done it? 

Thirdly, the hon.  Minister has stated that the equity structure and the 
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composition of the company will be such that the control of the company will 

not be in the hands of the foreign partner. Finally, he also said that all 

decisions of the Board are expected to be taken unanimously. In cas of any 

difference that may come up later, the matter has to be decided by a majority, 

with, at least , one director from the Department of Telecom Services and one 

from the IUNet voting in favour of it. Here, the term 'majority' does not carry 

much meaning because unless the IUNet representative on the boardagrees, 

no decision can be taken and implemented. This means, the IUNet is having a 

veto power. That is another question which has to be clarified. Another point 

that I have to make is regarding this particular deal. Why are the global tender 

rules not being followed? As far as I know, there are so many international 

bodies which are capable of dealing with these things. But, instead of 

resorting to the global tender route, why have they insisted upon entering into 

an agreement like this? Finally, I want to say that the Government will have 

to make it transparent. They will have to explain all these things. Mr. 

Chairman, Sir, If possible, a parliamentary committee may be asked to go into 

the whole question so that facts may be brought out and apprehensions in the 

minds of the public are cleared. 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL (Bihar): Mr.Chairman, Sir,through you, I want 

to bring to the notice of the hon. Minister two or three dates. On September 5, 

1998, the task force takes a decision; identifies a party. On 6th October, 

1998, the MOU is signed in the present of the Ambassador to the United 

States. On January 6, 1998,the company is incorporated and the by-laws are 

set up by January 9, 1999. Now, this normally happens in a private limited 

company. When two private parties get together and they want to do business 

with each other, they sign an MOU and then decide on the deal later. But this 

is not expected of the Government of India because a Government 

organisation never signs an MOU till such time as all aspects of the entire 

transaction-economic, legal and other aspects-are looked into and the long-

term gains for the country are looked into. I do not think anybody in this House 

can doubt whether the time has come to embrace international technologies, 

which will allow free flow of information in a much greater quantities than is 

available to us. I do not think any political party should oppose that. But, at 

the same time, we do accept that when the Government of India signs a deal, 

which is of the value of Rs. 1,400 crores, surely, it is not expected that a 

person will enter into a transaction  when the company 
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was being incorporated, the person who signs on behalf of IUNet calls 

himself the Chairman of the company, much before it was incorporated. So, 

I think, there is a lack of transparency, Mr. Chairman, Sir, which this 

Government has committed. I do believe that all the facts must be placed and 

it should not be felt by the public at large that this Government is treating the 

Government of India like a private corporation. That is point number one. 

Mr. Chairman, Sir, number two is, being stated that IUNet is a 

wholly-owned subsidiary of GUNet and GUNet is a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of Carnegie Mellon University. Now, Sir, I do not know what the 

understanding of the Minister is when you say it is a hundred per cent 

subsidiary. My understanding is that a hundred per cent subsidiary means the 

Carnegie Foundation University, in fact, owns hundred percent shares of 

GUNet, which, in turn, owns hundred percent shares in IUNet. That is my 

understanding and that is the understanding of all persons who are somewhat 

familiar with law. I believe, the records state otherwise. In fact, one is told 

that the Carnegie Mellon University has a majority stake in GUNet and that 

the majority of the shares and voting rights of Carnegie Mellon University are 

right in the GUNet. When that is so, it is not a hundred per cent subsidiary. 

The reason why it is important for us, for the House and the people, to know 

this is because that will determine as to who, in fact, is funding the project. 

I come, therefore, to my third question, Sir, the equipment that has 

to be given by GUNet and IUNet throgh this joint venture project is of the 

value of Rs.876 crores. Now somebody has to fund that. The Carnegie 

Mellon University is not business corporation. It is not involved in business in 

the U.S. It does not fund projects. So, obviously, there is another shareholder 

there which is funding this project and to whom the profits will flow. I would 

like to know as to who is going to provide the finance of Rs.876 crores of 

equipment which is going to come to India, to the joint venture company, if 

there is another individual involved-because I doubt the Carnegie Mellon 

University will be financing this-obviously, there are other individuals who are 

shareholders, in a private arrangement between the Carnegie Mellon 

University and those individual shareholders. Some names were, somehow, 

already been revealed to the public, that they belong to some particular State. 

What their stake-hold in that is, where they are getting their monoey from and 

in what manner they are going to profit out of this transaction is the third 

question that I want to raise. The fourth and the last question which I wanted 
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to raise is this. We are told that the life of this equipment, which is being 

supplied to the joint venture company by Cargnic,is five years. The life of the 

dark cables, which are going to be supplied by the Dapartment of Telecom 

Services, is thirty years. So, if the life of the equipment is only five years , 

then what is the return on the capital because they are gong to invest Rs. 876 

crores worth of equipment and that is going to be converted into 49 per cent 

equity? So, they have 49 per cent stake and the equipment they are going to 

supply has a life of five years, whereas what we are going to put into the joint 

venture is dark cables with a thrity-year life. Does it means, therefore, that at 

the end of five years, IUNet can go out and say, "Now you give back my 49 

per cent equity and I go out?" By which time, this company will become a 

monopoly in India and will earn huge profits and where will that profit go to 

on an equity or Rs.876 crores. I am not talking of any parliamentary 

enquiries but Mr. Minister, the time has come when you must place all these 

facts before the people of the country and, immediately, before the Members 

of this House. Thank you. 

SHRI N. THALAVAI SUNDARAM (Tamil Nadu): Mr. Chairman, 

Sir, so far as multinational companies coming to India are concerned, we 

welcome this. My first point is, Mr. Minister, do you know the credibility of 

the IUNet? Has your Department made any independent enquiry with regard 

to the suitability, intergity and credibility of the IUNet? Have you made any 

enquiry? In the first para of the statement you have said. "The Sankhya 

Vahini Project evolved a Technology Mission of National Task Force on 

Information Technology and software development after broad based 

consultations and and discussions with academicians, scientists, 

technologists..." Since you have had interaction with scientists, technologists, 

academicians and others, I would like to know from you, what impression you 

have got on this company. We welcome multinationals coming to our 

country. But, I would like to know whether this company has got the quality 

and the credibility. This is my first point. 

My second question is, we would like to know from the hon. 

Minister as to where the profits would go. According to the statement, IUNet 

will hold 49 per cent of the equity, the Department of Telecom Services will 

have an equity of 45 per cent and the Ministry of Information Technology 

will have an equity of 2 per cent and the others will hold the rest of the 

equity. The company, IUNet has an equity of 49 per cent. Sir, Rs. 1.300 

crores has been invested by the IUNet.  What is your estimate? 
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As far as the equity is concerned, the Department of Telecom Services will 
hold an equity of 45 per cent and the IUNet will hold 49 per cent equity. My 
point is, in what way will it help our country and your Department? 

The third point which I would like to make is about the legel status 

of the company. Sir, a Memorandum of Understanding was entered into on 

16th October, between the IUNet and the Department of Telecom Services. I 

think this is the only recommendation accepted by the Department of 

Telecom Services made by the Task Force on Information Technology. I 

would to like to know from the hon. Minister whether if such projects are 

floated in our country, there will not be any major security threat to the 

country. My learned friend, Mr. Biplab Dasgupta, raised a point about the 

security of the country. There are only two persons, I think, who know about 

this IUNet company. The first one is Mr. Reddy and the other persons is Mr. 

Arunachalam. Have yuo and any interaction with these people? They have a 

good knowldege on this IUNet. I think there is a group of people working in 

association with multinationls. I request the hon. Minister, first of all, you 

must identify this company. Recently, a company came to our State and after 

that we did a project with that company in our State. After that, there were a 

lot of articles in the newspapers saying that that company was in a bad shape 

in America. I request the hon. Minister to kinidly look into the aspects of 

credibility of the company. I would also like to knowfrom the Minister as to 

where the profits would go and what steps you have taken with regard to the 

credentials of the company. Thank you. 

SHRI SHANKAR ROY CHOWDHURY (West Bengal): Mr. 

Chairman, Sir, the Sankhya Vahini Project has got three aspects. The first 

one is the concept of the project itself, which is really an information super-

highway in cyber space. Everybody agreed that the nation needs such a 

super-highway. From 2-5 gigabites per second, I am told, it will go up to 40 

gigabites, though it has not been mentioned in the statement made by the hon. 

Minister. But, I presume, that would be a future development. The 

commercial aspect has sufficiently been questioned by a number of hon. 

Members who have spoken prior to me. Therefore, I would like to focus on 

the security aspect because the United States, being a super power, has got a 

worldwide agenda. Whereas it is true that information technology is the way 

to future; so, unfortunately, is information warfare, and information warfare 

forms a very large component of the United States; visualization of 
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the so-called revolution and military affairs, in which one of the major targets 

would be the information highways of target countries, which for a super 

power is, almost every other country except itself and its closest alies. The 

United States is our friend. We are United State of America's friend; and that 

is the way would like it, that the way it should be; but we must ensure that 

our natinal interest or national security is kept secured. So, my question on 

this issue to the Minister is, has the project Sankhya Vahini received the 

clearance from the Cabinet Committee on security; has it received the 

clearance from the Joint Signals Committee. Thank you, Sir. 
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SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI:(Uttar Pradesh): Mr. Chairman, Sir, 1 thank 

you for giving me an opportunity. The vital importance of the project 
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has been well recognised. However, a number of apprehensions have been 

expressed by Shri Nilotpal Basu and many other hon. Members of the 

House. Shri Nilotpal Basu has released a number of documents outside, and 

it further created a miasma of distrust. I would like to mention that the 

replies to many of these points, which relate to the nuts and bolts, and not 

questions of principles, will be properly attended to. But, Sir, had the hon. 

Members seen the editorial in today's Hindu entitle, "Sense and nonsense on 

Sankhya Vahina", probably many of these doubts and apprehensions that 

have been raised would have been allayed. Sir, a question has been raised: 

Was the National Information Technology Task Force mandated to do what 

it has done? Sir, it was a high level Task Force. It was there to suggest the 

highest kind of technology, in order to improve our network and that is why 

it has been recognised by ... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Sir, I am on a point of order because he 

is actually giving an informatin which is misleading the House. In reply to 

Starred Question No.235 of 11th of June,, 1998, the Government had 

informed the House about the 15 terms of reference of IT Task Force, and it 

is revealed from the terms of reference that this body is of a recommendatory 

nature; if it had been ...(Interruptions).... 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI: Sir, I amnot yielding. 

.  MR. CHAIRMAN: He is not yielding, and there is no point of order. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU:Sir, this is a point or order because he is a 

misleading information to the House. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Are you yielding? 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI: Sir, I am not yielding. But he has 

already... (Interruption)... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Then you speak. 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI:The trouble is that, after utilising and 

even stretching his time, he now wants to encroach upon the time of other 

hon .Members. ...(Interruptions)... I am not misleading the House. I am 

addressing the Chair and just informing the entire House as to what are the 

facts and how the miasma if distrust is being needlessly created. A very vital 

point has been raised, and it has been   well recognised. The question arises: 
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1.00 P.M. 

What were the terms of reference? Sir, we go into the terms of reference and 

also into the composition of the Committee. Somewhere, at one stage, we 

want that the things should be done speedily, and there are reports and 

reports that things are being delayed and we are losing time. There is even an 

article by Shri Inder Malhotra, entitled, "Passing up an opportunity." We 

lose an opportunity. I do not want to mention any names, but names of two 

persons have been mentioned or hinted indirectly. We expect NRIs, 

American Indians or other foreigners of Indian origin to contribute to the 

well-being of this country. Now, it is a question of the ideas that they are 

giving. On the one hand, we expect them to contributed to our well-being, 

and, on the other, we do everything to castigate them, to malign them! 

I want to say that the National Information Task Force did an 

immense amount of work. The Task Force consisted or not only the 

Members who were orginally appointed but also those who were co-opted, 

experts from other areas, including defence, to take into account the various 

aspects of this. I have the list of the Members. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Just one minutes. 

It is one o'clock now.I think, there are three hon. Members to speak, 

and, then, the Minister well reply. We will continue till 1.30 p.m. This is a 

Private Members' Day. We can start our other business at 2.30 p.m. 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI:Sir, I would like to say that the best of 
scientists, the best of those who were in this particular area, were co-opted, 
and they formed the panel. 

It was a high-level Task Force. It even suggested a Technology 

Mission. It completed all the necessary formalities for it and sent it to the 

Government. The formal decision have been taken by the Government. That 

is why it identified the technology. It located who can really supply that kind 

of technology. 

Sir, the tendering procedure may be for some kind of other 

equipment and other things which we need. But, this has been done in order 

to arrive at the lowest possible price.There is no dispute about it. The Task 

Force analysed and identified the possible partner in developing the high-

speed data network in the country. The nature of this identification could not 

have been done through the process of tendering. It has been said that not 

very many alternative channels are available for this.    There are one 
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or two other universities. I understand that the MIT is there, but it has 

transferred its technology at a very high fee to the United Kindom and some 

others. In this case, there were two very eminent scientists. One eminent 

scientist was the Scientific Adviser to the Ministry of Defence for years. 

That is why, I think, it is not very fair to question the 

recommendations has were made or to allege that the National Information 

Technology Mission was bypassed. This was a big task. That is why the lead 

was taken. Of Course, one knowns that the Task Force is not an executive 

agency. Obviously, the Secretary, DoT, signed the MoU. 

Sir, it has been said that, so far as the control of the management is 

concerned, it has been ensured. One can go into the details of how the 

management board will.... 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): The Minister will 

state that. 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI: The Minister will state that. It has been 

ensured that it will not be possible for the partner to do it. 

It has been said about the IUNet, that it is a starter company. A 

university does not enter into commercial operations. There were some well 

recognised Indian scientists, who really created the climate. So, this kind of 

high-level technology could be transferred. I think the transfer of technology 

is without the demand for high payments, which the others have been asking. 

Doubts have been expressed about the aspect of national security. I would 

like to mention that the project proposal has the concurrence of the Defence 

Ministry. Instead of giving opportunities to others to spy on the country, once 

it is implemented, the network will eliminate that possibility. A major part of 

data transmission goes through the system which is managed through the US. 

Gen. Chowdhury said USA is a friendly country, but still why should it 

happen? "The Hindu" has given a broad perspective. The whole project has to 

be seen in the broad persperctive. I wish "The Hindu" were our paper. You 

know your paper it is now and whom it supports. I need not say it. It says: As 

the project is designed to facilitate data traffic within the country, there is no 

question of an external agency being able to collect the Indian data. Critics 

should be aware that the e-mail that is sent from New Delhi and addressed to 

another person in the capital is more likely to pass through Washington, 

Beijing and Islamabad, than what Shankwahini is likely to facilitate 

intelligence gathering ... (Interruptions)... 
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SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE: There is no problem if you are 

accepting the editorial of the paper. 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI: We accpet the rational arguments, not 

the editorial in regard to the question regarding its relationship with the 

university, 1 have said that it is a start up company. It is now going into a 

corporation.Mr. Sibal, who has practised in the United States, knows that 

there once the name is reserved during that period, the particular unit is in a 

position to enter into commercial transactions. 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL: 1 practised in the United States. I was a 

member of the New Your Bar. 1 have practised in the Wall Street. In my 

entire career 1 have never seen even once when the name has been reserved 

and an MoU has been signed without being incorporated and the person calls 

himself a Chairman. It is a technical thing. I agree. But don't say it is a 

practice in the United States. 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI: As per my information it is a practice 
that it allowed under the American law. 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL : But, you cannot call yourself as a Chairman 

unless there is a resolution by the Board. 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI: He may perhaps be the Chairman. Sir, 

all the defence scientists and defence authorities were consulted. Everybody 

was keen along that this project should be implemented early. Again and 

again the question of transparency is being raised. Transparency is not a 

shibboleth. On the other hand, it has some specific purpose for the people to 

serve. I think that purpose has to be understood in the context of a broader 

perspective. And, as the Prime Minster has repeatedly said, if there is any 

malfeasance, any misdemeanour, always an inquiry can be ordered. I do not 

think there is any case for inquiry or any kind of proble that is required at 

this particular stage. It will only result in further delay. 

Lastly, I would like to submit that this is an agreement where all the 

points that have been raised are being taken care of in the joint venture 

agreement ...(Interruptions)... The hon. Chairman has given me limited time. 

All these points, all these questions of legality and legal interests, are 
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being taken care of in the joint venture agreement which is being formulated. 

That is why, I think, all the apprehensions that they have are only half-drawn 

goblins of their mind. (Interruptions) The Minister will reply and I know that 

you are keen to listen to the Minister. Still, I would request them that the hon. 

Members should certainly real two articles. One is of Inder Malhotra two 

days back....(Interruptions)... 
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SHRl T.N. CHATURVEDI: Sir, I am resuming my seat. I am very 

happy that he has mentined Mr. Tengri. I have got the entire report. I have a 

lot of respect for him. When he quotes him. I think he has also a lot. of 

respect for him. I am very happy that he quoted. My only submission. is that 

the importance of this project has been considered in the wider perpective. 

The question of time has to be taken into account. The various other aspects, 

which are supposed to inadequacies, legal or otherwise, will be taken care of 

in the joint venture agreement. That is why I think that all these misgivings 

are completely unbounded. Thank you. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH(Andhra Pradesh): Mr. Chairman, 

Sir, the expansion of the internet in the country is hampered by inadequate 

infrastructure. The lacuna can be bypassed by this agreement. There are 

certain misgivings about this project, about which the earlier speakers have 

also mentioned. Though it is not my duty to defend this project, the Minister 

is quite capable and, in all good faith, he will do it. But the criticism or the 

misapprehensions, I should say, were based on some misinformation. 

With regard to the incorporation of the company as on the date of 

signing the MoU, the company was not incorporated. It is true. Mr. Kapil 

Sibal has got the experience of practicing here. I do not have much 

knowledge. As far as my knowledge goes, once the name is reserved and the 

articles are filed... 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL: The article is filed in London. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: Once the name is reserved the 

company is allowed to function or enter into MoUs, negotiate with 

companies.    That is what I have studied.    Of course, it is subject to 
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correction. However, the names of the Chairman and the Directors have been 

mentioned. As for the company law, whether it is the United States or India, 

after the incorporation of the company, a resolution will be passed electing 

the Directors. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI RAMASHANKER KAUSHIK) in the 

Chair] 

That has to be clarified by the Minister Sir,with regard to the 

question of tendering, the hon. Members have questioned the MoU system. 

Is it something new to the present Government? Have you never found that 

the MoU system has been adopted in selecting the parties to have joint 

ventures with the Government? It is happening in the power projects. 

Nobody has questioned that. It is a well-established and accepted system, and 

that too, when a company has got an exclusive expertise. In the interest of 

the nation and in the interest of developing the data network, I don't think we 

can question the prudence of the Government for entering into the MoU. 

They have contributed capital, there is equal participation in the management. 

Eight Directors are there; three by promoters and one will be selected by the 

majority of Directors. In all fairness, I think, this equation has been evolved. 

Even the company with whom the MoU has been entered into, is subjected to 

the policy framwork of the Government. No extra privilege has been given. 

One of the hon. Members has said that the cost of the machinery will be 

appropriated towards quity. That is true. But the point that the customs duty 

has not been levied, is not correct. According to the information furnished to 

us, it is subjected to the customs duty. Can you say that it is not subjected to 

the customs duty? 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL:We do not know from where the customs 

duty is going tocome. The customs duty can be paid from the internal 

accruals also. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH:When the company is yet to start 

its cunctioning, how can you say that the customs duty can be paid from the 

internal accruals? 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL : The Government has said that it is not 

exempt from customs duty. But the Government has not clarified from 

where the customs duty will come. It may come from internal accruals also. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: The company is yet to commence 
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its operation.   How will the internal accruals arise?  It has to pay out of its 
own capital amount. 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL: That is the problem. Rs. 275 crores is the 

customs duty. Who is going to pay Rs.275 crores before the company starts 

its business? ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH:The company will be getting the 
capital. 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL: Who is going to give capital? That is what 

the Minister must answer. Leave that to the Minister ..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: Forty-six per cent of the equity is 

being owned by the Government...(Interruptions)... One of the promoters 

will give the equipment or the machinery the cost of which will be 

appropriated towards will give the equipment or the machiniery the cost of 

which will be appropriated towards capital. The Government is contributing 

towards equity and liquidity. The customs duty can be paid out of that 

amount. It is not exempt from customs duty. 

SHRI N.K.P. SALVE (Maharashtra): Who will bear the burden? 

..(Interruptions).. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: Originally, the concept has been 

mooted by the Task Force and it has been approved by the Planning 

Commission. So, the hon. Members are questioning the right of othe Task 

Force to decide these things. They have not decided, it is the concept which 

has been mooted by the Task Force and it was accepted by the Planning 

Commission which was presided over by Shri Jaswant Singh. Have you got 

no experience? It is a hundred per cent owned corporation of Carnegie 

Mellon University which is well-known in the world for its information 

technology research. So, the agreement is that it will bring the technology 

from its holding company. That does not mean that it has got no experience. 

It is bringing with it new technology which should meet the requirement of 

high-speed data, transmission, etc. It is less expensive and more efficient 

than others. At the same time, the US partner in the project, is a company 

owned by a University, an acclaimed world leader in the IT business. When 

such a technology is being brought to the country, their apprehension is 

totally unjustified ...(Interruptions)... 
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SHRI NILOTPAL BASU:Where is the legal document? 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: As far as the legal document is 

concerned, I have said that when the company gets the name registered, it is 

authorised to negotiate. It is authorised to negotiate with anybody, you can 

get it clarified from the United States Law Administration... (Interruptions),.. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: What are the articles of incorporation? 

What are the buy-laws? ..(Interruptions)... 

 
 9����>�#(�� �
� ���� � ���) : ��""
� ���, D"�1 )�"
 ��� � �
 
��"� ;
�	B ,  

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH:The articles of incorporation have 

been filed before the MoU was signed ..(Interruptions)... 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ���) : ���+:Q��� 	
, �_ ��� N� ���L� 
��� ,  

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: Sir, my time is being taken by the 

hon. Members. 

Sir, the country needs this infrastructure. The proposal and the MoU 
is going to benefit the nation. My appeal to the Members is that it is a good 
proposal and don't block it. If at all there are any lapses, they can be rectified 
because they are technical lapses ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI N.K.P. SALVE: There are financial lapses..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: There are no financial lapses.... 

(Interruptions)... 

SHRI N.K.P. SALVE: Why did you bypass the tender route? 

...(Interruptions)... Why did you bypass the tender route? You are skirting 

two important questions... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: Sir, during your tenure also so 

many projects have been undertaken under under MoU. MoU is not a strange 

concept to this country....(Interruptions)... 

SHRI N.K.P. SALVE:Are you willing to yield for a minute? There 

are two important questions which you are skirting ...(Interruptions)... He has 

yielded....(Interruptions)... 
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SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Everybody will yield, because you 

are a senior Member,...(Interruptions)... A Member cannot ask another 

Member, as far as my knowledge goes. That is the practice of the House... 

(Interruptions)... 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: I make it open and clear that 

whatever doubts that the hon. Member has...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI N.K.P. SALVE:If he does not yield, I will not speak a word... 
(Interruptions)... 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: You have a right. You ask the 
Minister....(Interruptions)... My only request is that you ask the Minister... 
(Interruptions)... 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) : ���-� ��ह�, N� ��""
� �.C
 	
  
�� � * �
�	B2� , D"�1 )�"
 ��� ���L� ��"� ;
�	B , ���+:Q��� 	
,N� �_ ��� 
���L� ���,  

SHRI N.K.P. SALVE : There are two important questions. We don't 

question the competence, ability and bonafides of the Task Force. Two 

questions, to my mind, are very important. Now, you have such a large 

contract. Why did you skirt the tender route? That is mumber one. Secondly, 

who is going to be the real beneficiary? That is the question which he has 

raised. Chaturvediji has ably defended the other side of the picture, placed 

the other side of the picture. These are the two questions, to my mind, which 

are crucial ..(Interruptions)... 
  
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ���) : N� )2� 3y� ��""
� �.C
 	
 �� 
�
�	B2� , ���+:Q��� 	
, N� )�"
 ��� ��हB ,  

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: The National Task Force on 

Information Technology, after wide deliberations with the scientists, eminent 

economists, etc., has mooted the concept. Subsequently, it was adopted and 

approved by the Planning Commission. If you question the Planning 

Commission. 1 can't help it. ..(Interruptions)... 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ����): )�  N� �_ ��� B� ��"� �� ���L� �� 
;
�	B ,  

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRIAH: Sir, there is one more apprehension 
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that it will endanger the security of the nation. It is not expected to carry 

voice data. They can't tap phones. In so far as data traffic is concerned, the 

Government has already taken a policy decision. It has already been taken. 

The Government has allowed the service providers. The right has already 

been conferred on them to set up their own gateway, subject to security 

regulations and monetary requirements of the Government. In such as 

eventuality, the apprehension, which has been entertained by the Members, is 

unjustified. My appeal to the House is that the need of the hour and that it is 

a very good project. We have to develop our information technology and we 

have very vigorous, ambitions, plans. Whatever lapses are there, technical or 

otherwise, they can be rectified. Don't create an obstacle so that the project is 

blocked. Thank you. 

DR. (SHRIMATI) JOYASREE GOSWAMI MAHANTA (Assam)-. 

Sir, in this revolutionary era, or, I should say in his revolutionary millenium 

of information technology, I think, it is a timely concept and effort taken by 

the Government, so far as this Sankhya Vahini Project is concerned. But, Sir, 

I am afraid. Being a resident of a very much insecure border State, I would 

like to know, to what extent the security and defence, not only of Assam, not 

only of the North-Eastern Region, but also of the whole country, will be 

affected by this new project. In Assam and the North-Eastern Region, 

generally, the village people say that only when the village telephones are cut 

off or switched off, extremism will be checked. I appreciate the Sankhya 

Vahini project, but this point has to be seen. This is a very important point. I 

would like to cite just one sentence from the statement which has been made 

by the Minister, "The benefits of setting up Sankhya Vanini will percolate very 

quickly to a number of institutions across the country. Primary beneficiaries 

will be educational institutions, local, state and central Governments, research 

establishments, corporations, software companies, financial institutions etc." 

Here I would like to point out that many such steps were taken by various 

Departments, at different times, to help the village people, to serve the 

people of the country. But we find that all have gone in vain in some State or 

the other. I hope it will be seen that the people of our country are properly 

served by this project. Thank You. 
 
 ��
�� ���� �	/% (��ह��) :  J:�-�; 3����l�H �ह1;�, ��.O� -��ह"
 
����1	"� �� )�
 �� �H <� �-�H �� ��
�-��
� ��
 �-�� N +���  ह4 , ����"  
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�4 �
 )�"
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  �� * )�"
 ��( �� 
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 ह�  �� D��� ����;�!�� ���
 
2$ ह�, ����" -ह -����-��� "हR ह� , 	ह�. �� ��]� ��� � ह4 3� ���?-�$ �� �--�> 
ह
 2��� ह� �	��� ��.O� -��ह"
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 ���1" 
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�� * �
 ;	? "हR ���� 2�� ह�, �1$ �
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��� ��>
 �� ह� ? �ह �"	
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+��हB ,  
 
 �ह1;�, ���� (1�? �
 ��� ��
 ��""
� �;��' "� �हR ह� , 3� ���� 
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���, D���  ��B B� �.�;
�  ����� �"�$ 	�B 	1 D� ����� �
 � �� �\� �� 2.�
��� 
�� 	�.+ ��� �#� D���  8��"�� D��;' ��  );.� K�� ह�, D��
 	�+. ��� , 3���  ��; 
ह
 D� ����1	"� �1 �.	 � ���� 	�"� +��हB , J:�-�; ,  
 
 �� ����<�� /�	 : ��, )�
 ��k �	 2�� ह� , ���� ��]�- ह� �� g�$ �	� �� 
F�D-�� �4��? ���	"�� ह12�, D���B D��� 	-�� �1�-�� �� ��� �;�� 	�B ,  
 
 �� �+���� ��? ;�	�%�5 : �ह N	 ह
 8n� ह1"� +��हB ,  
 
 �� ����<�� /�	 : N	 �� �� 8n� ह12� ?N	 [�D�� ह� ,  
 
 9����>�#  (�� �
� ���� � ���) : 	ह�. �� ��""
� ������ 	
 ��  
�-�"^+� �� �-�� ह�, 3:ह1"� �ह �-�"^+� ���� #� �� B� ;� �� B� ह
 6��p 
D��� �1��2� , ��
 ;�' ��  B�-B� ��""
� �;�� �1� +���  ह4 , i�
  ��#�� �� 
D��1 )� ���L� �� ��"� +��हB ,  
 
 �� ���� ��@/� : �.+ ��� �� K�� ह12� ? …(�����)… 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) : D�� N2�  �1�-�� ��  ��B K�' ���� 
	�B? 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: There are precedents. We know that. 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) : ��""
� ��� 	
, )2� N� D� 
��� �.+ ��� ��"� +�ह�� ह4 �1 ��+. �	� ��L��$ ह1 	�B2�, D�"� ह
 ह1 ���� ह� ,  
 
 ��
�� ���� 
�ह%A�� (�BC
� /����) : ��, ��+. �	� �� �� ह1 ���� ह� ? 
 
 �� ����<�� /�	 : [�D�� ��.	 �	� �� �� ह1 ���� ह� ? �ह �1 ��$ "हR ह1 
���� ह� , …(�����)… 
 
  9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ���) : ��""
� �;��' �
 ��� ह� �� )�
 
ह1 	�B , �ह �xM�2 )�4!" �1!" ह� , �xM�2 )�4!" �1!" �7� �हn-� >? ह1�� ह4 , 
)� ��; B� F^" 3���� 2�� ह� �1 3��� 	-�� �
 N 	�"� +��हB , D���B )� 
D��� 	-�� ह1 	�"� ;
�	B ,  
 
 �� ����<�� /�	 : N� �
� �ह �ह� ह4 ����" ह� �12' �� �ह"� ह� �� 
�� -� <�+������ �� ह
 	-�� "हR �ह 	�B D���B …(�����)… 
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 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� ) : �-�� <�+������ �� "हR ह� , N�"� 	1 
�-�� ���� ह�, 3��� 3y� -ह ;�2� , D" 3y�' �� …(�����)… 
 
 �� ����<�� /�	: ��, i�� F
�
�4�� ह	��' ����2� 	� �xM�2 )��!". 
�1!" ; ��� �;" ��  ��B 2�� ह� , i�� F��
�4�� �
 ह�, Z� �
 ह� , iK��4!" ��  
F
�
�4�� �
 ह4,  
 
 �� �+���� ��? ;�	�D�� : -� 2�� F
�
�4�� ह4 ,  
 
 �� ����<�� /�	    :  �4 ��"�� ह .  �� -ह "हR ह1"� +��हB , ����" �ह )� 
�� �� ह1 ���� ह� ? N	 [�D�� ह4 ,  
  
 �� �+���� ��? ;�	�D�� : M+�� �� ���B, )�
 8n� ह1 	�B2� , 
 
 ��
�� ���� 
�ह%A�� : )2� N� D�"� ह
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"� �� 
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 ���;�!�� 
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 ��;�� 
�+��� 
E ��F� 
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� ह� , B� �� d��;� �4�� "हR �1� ����, ह� 45 �4��? ह4, ह��� �� B� �4�� �1�� 
ह� , �ह N� �4��? ह4, 3��� �� �
" �1��2� , …(�����)… 
 
 ��
�� ����  
�ह%A��  :  N� घ7
 ;�8 �
�	B,�4 ��(?  B� ��"� �� 8n� 
�Z. 2
,  
 
 �� ��घ ��� � �
 : N� �� �� �
" �4�� �� �� �1��2� ? 
 
 ��
�� ����  
�ह%A�� :  N� ��]� �1�"� ;
�	B, ��ह��w. �1 �1�"� 
;
�	B ,  
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THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF 

PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS (SHRI O. RAJAGOPAL): Sir, it was decided 

that one Member will speak from every party. 
 
 �� ��� ���� ���� : �ह �� ���� 2�� ह� �� B� ���T �� B� ह
 6��p 
�1��2� , …(�����)… 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� )  : �
� ह�, N� �ह"� ;
�	B , )2� 
��""
� �;��1 �
 �ह��� ह1�
 �1 ��""
� �;��� �1 B� ��"� �;�� 	� ���� 
#� , +��B *17 ;
�	B , ��""
� �.+�� �.C
 	
, N� �1��B ,  
  
 �� ��
����� ������ : ������ 	
, �4 ��""
� �;��' �� N�
� ह . �� 
D� l��"��e?> F���- ��  ��l�� �� �ह�� ह
 �हn-� >? �-e� �
 w� �;" �1 N�_ &� 
���� 2�� ह� <� ����� �1 �
 D� �-e� �� 	1 2��(ह����. ह4, 3:ह� ; � ��"� �� 
�\�� �;�� 2�� ह� , D��� �$ ��u� 3��B 2B ह4 , �-?F#�, ह�� D� ��� �
 8�!
 ह� �� 
��
 ��""
� �;��' "� D� ��� �1 ���ह� ह� �� ह�� "$ ��K"��x	
 +��हB, ह�� ���
 
;� �� ��K"��x	
 +��हB <� ह�� "�� ND���� �
 +��हB , �ह ����� �� ������� 
�
 ह� <� 	1 ह���� ������� ह4, ह� 3��� �
*� "हR 	� ���� ह4 ,  
 
 D���  )��-� �� * ):� ��u� �
 3��B 2B ह4 , �-?F#� �4 ��.O� -��ह"
 ��  
�.�J. �� �� * �हn-� >? ���#�' �1 �;" �� ����"� +�ह .2� , �ह��, 	1 "�!"� ���� 
(1�? �� 2�" ह�N -ह 22 �$, 1998 �1 ह�N, ; ���, 	1 N$.� ."�� ��  "�� ��  ��	-? 
�� ����� ह�, -ह 27.7.98 �1 ह�N , 	1. B�.w.� . #�, 3� �� ह���H� 16.10.98 �1 
ह�B , 3���  ��; ;1"' ��( �� BK����? �
 �
�' "� ����� 3��
 Z���8� ����� �
 
<� 3��� ���
�x� ��
!" �1 F1{�� �
 	�"���
 ;
 2$ , ���
�x� ��
!" "� 
3���  !
��� �� ���s:-�" ��  N;�! 14 	���$, 1999 �1 �;B , N$.� ."�� �. �"
 
	� �"
, 	� -ह D"�x��1��� ह�$, -ह ���# #
 8 	"-�
, 1999 , 	1 d-�.D� -�+� 
B{
��� �1 ����� ��"� �
 ���# ह� , -ह )2�� 1999 ह� , �� ��"�� "1� �-��:" 
�.C���' �� ���� ��� ���� 2�� 29.9.1999 �1 <� �� ��"�� "1� �.�C�.�� �
 �.	 �
 
ह��� ��	� 2�� 7 	"-�
, 2000 �1 , �.�C�.�� ��  )"��1;" �
 F��L� �
 ���#, 	� -ह 
BF - ह�N, �� ��"�� "� 3�� ��� ����, -ह ह� 19  	"-�
, 2000 , 3���  ��; ��*�
 
��� ह�"� �ह� #� �� �x ���"��
 �1 ���.� d-�.D� -�+� B{
��� -�M�2 ��  ��B ��	� 
	�B2� <� -ह 13.4.2000 �1 ह�"� ��	 �;�� ह� , 3���  ��; B(.N$.�
.�
. ((x��" 
D"-������ F�1!" �1�?) �
 )"���� F�L� ��"
 ह� <� 3���  ��; F1	�K� B��
���  
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�"��� ���
�x� ��
!" �� )"��1;" F�L� ��"� ह� , 3���  ��B �
 ��� �"�^+� �� 
;
 2$ ह�, 16 �$, 2000 , 3���  ��; d-�.D� -�+� B{
��� �x ���"��
 ��  -�M�2 ��  
F���- �� ���
�x� ��
!" v��� 3��� )"��1;" F�L� ह1"� ह� ,  
 
 ��""
� �;��' "� <� �
 �$ ��u� 3��B., B� �1 	��� �� N��1 	�"���
 
ह� �� )�
 ह���� �ह�. �� � ������ 10 ��8 D.��"�� �"�K!:� ह4 <� )2�� ;� ��� 
�� ह���
 �1	"� ह� 2 ��17 �"�K!:� �
 , )�
 B� F^" ���� 2�� �� ��.O� -��ह"
 
����1	"� �1 �� ��"� �� )�J��� ���� (1�? �1 �� �� �;�� 2�� ? -ह )�J��� 
���� (1�? �1 ह� �� "हR ? <� K�� ���� (1�? ��]�- ;� ���
 ह� ? N��� �ह"� 
����� � �ह
 ह� �� ���� "� )�"� �� * �� "हR ����, ���� (1�? "� ��]�- �;�� <� 
3� ��]�- �1 ����� "� ���s�:-� ��"� �� ��� ���� ,  
  
 3���  ��; ; ��� F^" #� ��"�� ��  ���� �� , N�"� �ह� �� D.��"�� �� 
…(�����)… 
 
 �� ����<�� /�	 :  ����� "� �� �� ����, �ह ��� ��� ;
�	B ,  
 
 �� ��
����� ������ : ��, D���B ��"� ���
 ���� �ह�� ह
 ��� ;
 , 
3���  ��; �
 ��""
� �;�� "हR ��" �ह� ह4 �1 D��� ���
 2��
 "हR ह� , �(� ��हB, 
�4 B� ��� �(� ����  ��� ; . ? 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) :  	"-�
 2009 �� , 
 
 �� ���� ��� (�BC
� /����) : N��1 ����� �� )"��1;" ����, �1 -ह 
�� ���� ? B�. w. � . �ह�� ह�N �� ����� �� )"��1;" �ह�� ह�N ? 
…(�����)… 
 
 �� ��घ ��� � �
  : N� ��"�� "हR ह�, �1��� ह
 �1��� ह4 ,  
 
 �� ���� ��� : 2\�� 	
, N��1 K�� ह1 2�� ह� ? 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ���) : ��""
� 2\�� 	
, �.+�� �.C
 	
 
��(
 �H� ह� , N� K�' �1� �ह� ह4 ? 
 
 �� ����<�� /�	    : 3����l�H 	
, ��]� N��� �.�H> +��हB ,  
 
 �� ��
����� ������: )� B� ��� �ह�� 	-�� ;�"� ;
�	B …(�����)… 
	-�� ;� ;�"� ;
�	B �(� 3���  ��; …(�����)… 
 
 �� ����<�� /�	 :  ह���� �-�� #� �� ����� "� �� D��� )"��1;" 
���� ? ह�� D��� 	-�� "हR ���� ,  
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) : N� N�" �1 {ह> �
�	B ,   
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 �� ��
����� ������ : �ह1;�, B� ��� �
�	B �� -� "1� ���� �ह�, 
ह��' �ह�� 	-�� 8n� ��"� ;� , ह� B�-B� L-�D.� �� 	-�� D"�1 ;� ;�2� , 3���  
��; �
 )2� D"�� �� * �+�2� �1 ह� 3��� �
 	-�� ;�2� , D��� �1$ i�
 ��� "हR 
ह� , �1$ ��2� "हR 	� �ह� ह� �ह�. �� ,  
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ):   �ह
 ��� ह� ,  
 
 �� ��
����� ������ : 	��� �� D:ह1"� �ह� �� B�.w.$. �� �����
" 
��+- "� 	1 M�2"�+� ��B D���  ��B ���"� 3"�1 )�J��� �;�� #�, D	�	� ;
 
#
, �1 �n���
" �.C
 "� D	�	� ;
 #
 ,  
 
 �� ���� ��� : 	� )"��1;" ह�N ह
 "हR, ����� "हR �ह
 �1 F�D-�� 
�� �� ह1 2�� ? …(�����)… 
  
 �� ��
����� ������ : D���  ��; D:ह1"� �ह�  �� �����x� ��
!" �� 
++s ह�$ �� "हR ह�$, �+��.	" 	
 "� �
 �ह� <� �
 ��� 	
 "� �
 �ह� , D��� ++s 
;1 ��; ह�$ ह� , B� ��� ++s 11 "-=��,1998 �1 ह�$ <� ; ��
 ��� ++s 14 	���$, 
1999 �1 ह�$ ,  
 
 �� ����<�� /�	  : ��, �ह 2�� D.(��G!"  ;
 	� �ह
 ह� , …(�����)… 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) : �ह�� ��""
� �.C
 	
 �
 ��� � �
 
ह1 	�"� ;
�	B D���  ��; 	1 N��1 F^" � *"� ह1, � * �� ,  
 
 �� ��
����� ������  : D:ह1"� �ह� �� D.��"�� �� ��"�� �1 ह�� �;�� 
2�� ह� , �ह �ह
 "हR ह�, D.��"�� �� ��"�� �1 "हR ह���� 2�� , B� ��� D:ह1"� 
��	"
�� ��  �.�J. �� 21 ��+?, 2000 �1 � *
 �� N$�  "�� ��  +�����" �\" ह� , 	� 
N� �12 ���
 ��u� �1 3���� ह4 �1 ह� �12 �
 �1�!! ���� ह4 �� 3��1 2.�
��� �� 
�� , ����� �
 "
�� ��K"1�1	
 �1 �k�-� ;�"� ह� , �4 ��""
� �;��' �� �
 N{ह 
��"� +�ह .2� +�ह� -� D� �H ��  ह' �� 3� �H ��  ह' ��
 �
 �ह ��:��� ह� �� �1$ 
i�� ��� " ��� �	��� ह���
 "�!"� ��K�1���
 ��  o�� 8��� ह1 , D���B �4 
�ह"� +�ह�� ह . �� D��� 	1 +
	� �
 2$ ह4 -� �� D.���" �x ��  ������� ह
 �
 2$ ह� 
,  )�
 N�"� � *� �� 	� "�!"� ���� (1�? �
 �
M�2 ह�$ �1 3� �
M�2 �� �\"-
�\" #� , D� �-e� �� ���� �ह �ह"� ह� �� 3� �
M�2 �� +�����" �
 ह����� �� 
-�?��" �-;�! �.C
 	�-.� M�ह 	
 #� <� L��M"2 ��
!" ��  ��L�
 +�����" -�?��" 
��O� 
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�.C
 +:Q���  "����  #� , )�
 ह���� ��� �ह���&� ��  ��O� �.C
 �-�����- ;�!��8 �� 
�C N�� ह� �� ��"� ��.O�-��ह"
 ����1	"� �� ��#?" ���� ह� , -� ��.{�� ���T ��  ह
 
ह4 , 	1 "�!"� D.��"�� �� ����� ह�, 3��� ह��!� �12 ��#?" ���� ह� , ��K�1���
 
�����?��� N( �����x=��"�"�� !" ��  +�����", B"N$�
 F��	���, "�� �x� F1. 
�
.-
. D:;���", ��F�	�����- ���"��
 N( ��(� � 	"�� B�.B�. ��ह��, B�.B. 
����1� F��+.; �#� ��(� � �� ���� N�(��? 3���#� #� , )�"� �� <� �
.B�. 
+\J�
 �����?��� N( D��K�1�"� ��F�	�����- N(�  ��(� � ���"��
 ���� �12' "� 
�
M�2 )�4� �
 , ���
 �
 ���
 +
	� D.��"�� ��  ��l�� �� �� 	2ह, �� �12' �1 
� �+� ���� 2�� , B� i�
 ��K"1�1	
 ह�, B�  i�� ND���� ह� �	��� ���� �
 �
�� 
"हR ह� , N� �	� N;�
 ��  �.�.J  �� �ह �ह� ह4, i�� �2 �ह� ह� !��; ��	 ���
 �� 
)Z>�+� 	
, ���� ��  ��B )����+� N;�
 ह� , �	� N;�
 "� ��(� � �� ���-��� 
��� �� ��-� �
 ह1 <� 	1 ��K"1�1	
 ��  ����� �� N	 �
 �ह:; ���" �� ह
 "हR 
���� )������ �� 	��� ��ह�# ���� ह1, <� ��; ह� 3� N;�
 �
 D.��{��
 ��  
o�� ).2�� 3��B. �1 �� �� �� ).2��
 3��"� �� �ह�� �1+"� +��हB , 	� ह���� 
�1$ ��$ �-;�! �� 	��� ह� �� �-;�! �� ह1�� ह� �1 3�� D� ��� �� )(�1� ह1�� ह� �� 
���� �� ���
 �
 ���
 �1���!����
 ह�, ���� �� ���
 +
	� �\	 ; ह4 	1 )�
 �� "हR 
ह1 ��$ ह� , D���  ��B -ह N;�
 -ह�. �� M+��� ह� <� �ह�. N�� �� * ����� 
�"����� ह� ���� ���� �
 ��K"1�1	
 ��  ����� �� N2� �g� <� ;��"�� ��  ������� �� 
�=�
� ��� , �1$ N;�
 )2� D� ��ह �� ��� ��� �1 ��-��? ;�"� �
 �	�B, 3��1 
!���!
 ;�"� ��  �	�B ह� 3��
 D.��{��
 �� ).2��
 3��"� �� ��� ��� �1 �4 ��]�� 
ह . �� �ह ���
 ��  ��B )�*� "हR ह� <� " ह
 ;�! �ह� ��  ��B )�*� ह� , �4 � �
 
	-��;�ह
 ��  ��# �ह�� ह . �� ह���
 ���+
� ��	� ���
 �� <� �
 )Z>�+� 	
 ��  
��# ह�$ ह� , ��""
� �;��' ��  �" �� 	1 !.�� #
 ह�"� 3"�
 B�-B� !.�� �� 
�"����> ��"� �� ��� ����, 	�""� �� ��� ���� <� )� �4 ;�-� ��  ��# �ह 
���� ह . ��  ���
 	�"�����' ��ह� �ह ��K"1�x	
 ���� ��  D.��� ��  ��B ह� 
%�&��1> �� 3���p ह�, )�*
 ह� , D��� �हR �1$ -x���!" "हR ह�N ह� , D.���" 
���
{��(� iK�, 1885 ��  ���� �� �	�"� �
 ����� N�"� 3��B 3"��  ���� �� ���"� 
+�ह�� ह . �� ��.O� -��ह"
 �1 �����;� ��D��� �;�� 	�B2� <� 3�
 ��K�1���
 
D�=LL���!.� �1 l��" �� �8� 	�B2� , D.��"�� �. ��"�' �. ��"�' �1 ह� ��D��� ;� 
�ह� ह4 <� ���"��
 }( ह1� �
 )"�!.�� ��  ������� ��K�1���
 B	��
 - �. ��"�' 
�1 �1�"�M�2 �
 ���-J� ���
{��(� iK� ��  ������� F;�" ��"� �
 �1�!! �� �ह� 
ह4 , �� ���-J�B.  
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��.O� -��ह"
 �1 �
 F;�" �
 	�"
 ह� , N�"� � *� #� �� N$.�
.���� (1�? �� 
�\"-�\" �� �12 �\	 ; #� ? ��"� ����� �
 ह4 , N�"� � *� �� Why not follow the 
global tender route ?  �ह "x�?� 8�
;-��0
 �� ����� "हR ह� �	��� B� ����:� 
���� F>��
 �� D������ ह1�� ह� , �-�� �ह ह� �� ��� ���T ��  ��# 	1D.� -�+� 
���� 	�B �	��� B� )�*
 ��K"1�x	
 ;�! �� NB <� ;�! �� �-��� ह1 , N$.�
. 
���� (1�? �
 ���
 3�-�.�#�w. �
 ���# B.� -
�"�� �1 �u�"j� �8�� ह�B �ह 
�">?� ���� 2�� �� ��"G	  ���" 	��
 3�+���
� ���+? �.�#� D� ���? ��  ��B 
3���p �ह�2
 , N�"� ��.+ ��� �� �8"� ��  ���� �� � *� , ह�"� �
 D���  ���� �� � *� 
<� �
" ��� �� ��? �8� , D��� �
" ह���� �4�� ह�, �
" N$-� -"�� ��  �4�� ह4, B� 
�4�� B	��� !" D.��
£ � �� ह� <� B� �4�� �� )�
 +�"� 	�"� ���
 ह� , �� N� �4�� 
ह4 , F^" #� 3:ह� ��? �ह�� K�' �;�� 2�� ? 3:ह� �
" ��� �� ��? �ह�� D���B �;�� 
2�� K�'�� 3"��  ��� ��K"1�1	
 ह� , 3���  +�����" �\" ह'2� ? 3���  +�����" �ह
 
;1"' ह'2� , �1$ �-;�!
 N;�
 "हR N"� -��� ह� , �ह
 ��	� ��¤ �
 <� )Z>�+� D�� 
;�8"� �� ��� ���2� , 	� �1$ 8�
�
 ह12
, �1$ (
-� ह12� �1 3�� ;�8"� �� ��� 
�\" ���2� ? )�
 �� ह� N;�
 �� (
-� 	�"�� #�, ��.�� �ह �=L� �� �� (
-� 
�ह�
 ��� ;�8"� �� N�� , ��; ���
 �1 -���� (
-� ह1 	�B �1 �\" ;�8�2� ? 
D���B  i�� N;�
 �8� 2B ह4 	1 �
" ��� �� "हR, ��.+ ��� ��  3�� ;�8"� �� 
��� ���2� <� �ह �� "�!"� D.��� �� ह4 , N�"� 	
-� -"�� <� N$-� -"�� ��  ���� 
�� � *� , 	
-� -"�� ��  �
.B�.� . ��  �\ F��!� ��  �������
	 ह4 , �� ;1"' �. ��"�' 
8.1.1999 �1 D"����1��� �
 2$ , 	
.� ,"�� �� !��� �� ���� ��"G	 ���" ��  ह�# 
�� ह4 , <� N$-� -"�� ��  !��� 	
-� -"�� ��  "�� �� ह� , 	ह�. �� �
.�
.B�. �� 
�-�� ह� …(�����)… 
 
 �� ����<�� /�	  : ��, …(�����)… 
 
 �� ��घ ��� � �
  : N� ह� ��� �� 87� ह1 	��� ह4 …(�����)… 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) : 2\�� 	
, N� ��� 	�DB , 
 
 �� ��
����� ������ : !�� ��  ������� …(�����)… 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) : N� !�.� ह1DB …(�����)… 
 
 �� ��
����� ������ : !�| ��  ������� N$-� -"�� "� ��.+ ��� ��  ��B 
��"G	 ���" �
 ��T,  "�+��� -1M�2 ��D� �ह�2
 <� �ह B{
��� �� ���"�^+� ���� 
	�B2� , N�"� � *� �� ��ह� �� ��K"1�x	
 ��"� �
 N-^���� K�'  �7
 ? ��ह� ��  
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��K"1�x	
 ��"� �
 N-^���� D���B �7
 K�' �� ह�$ ��
� ���� ��.�(� ��  ��B 
���� .�
.B�. ��K"1��	
 �� D������ ���� 	��� ह� <� D� ��K"1�x	
 ��  � �
 ��ह 
�� D������ ��  ��B ह�$ ��
� ���� <� �=L� �� "��-�?  �
 	Z�� ह� �#� D� H�C �� 
ह���
 BK�����D	 �
��� ह� D�
��B ��"G	 ���" �
 ��T �
, D��
 H��� �� 
�-��� ���� ह� <� �ह ���� ��  ��B 3��12
 ह12
 ,  
 
 N�"� ���� ¥ �
 ��  ���� �� � *�, ���� ¥ �
 ��( "हR �
 2$ ह� , N�"� 
�
2� �1K� ��� ��  ���� �� � *� , ���� ����� ��ह� 	�"�� ह4 �� 	� 	1D.� -�+� ह1 
	�B2� �1 �
2� �1K� �� �
 �" 	�B2� , �
2� �1K� ��� "हR �"�2�, D��� �-�� ह
 
"हR 3��� , 	1D.� -�+� �. �"
 ��  ��B ���� ¥ �
 ��( "हR �
 2$ ह� , 	� �. �"
 
�� ��	���!" ह1 	�B2� �� D�K-�
 �� �1" ��  ��l�� �� -��2 �� ���� �� F�-J�" 
���� 	�B2� , D�K-����� ��  -x���!" ��  ��� ���� ¥ �
 �1 �4��� �1�� �� ह
 
).2 ��"� 	�B2� , D� ��ह ���� ¥ �
 N$-� -"�� �. �"
 ;�2
 , 3���  ��; D� 
����1	"� �� �-;�! �.+�� �"2� �1 �1$ ह��" ह1"� -��
 "हR ह� , -
.B�.B".B�. 
D.��"�!"� -1D� ���
(1�"�  ��	"�� �� �1"1�1�
 �8�
 ह� 	��� 	1D.� -�+.� 
�. �"
  �� -� �1������ H�C �� <� -ह �
 ���� "��-��2 �� ��� ���2
 , -1D� �� 
��� ��"� -��
 "हR ह� , ���� ��""
� �;��' �� �#� �;" �� �
 N{ह ह� �� ���-��� 
D� ��u� �1 3���� D� ��ह �� �. �� 	" �0B� " ��� D���B �4 ��""
�� �;��' 
�� N{ह �Z. 2� �� ��� ��� D� ��u� �1 3���� D� ��ह �� �1$ �:�� j" �0��� " 
��� , ह���� ��; D	���� "� D���  ��# ��]\�� ���� ह� , N	 ह� ;�! ��K"���	
 �� 
N2� �k �ह� ह� , ह� ;�! D��� N2� �k"� �
 �\�!! �� �ह� ह� , <� ह� ��� �
 
8�� "'+�� 	1 �
 )�*� ��� ह� 3���  ��B �
 �12' ��  �" �� !.�� 3n�:" ����  
)�"� ह
 ��-. �� �� �ह�7
 ���"� �� ��� �� �ह� ह4 , �4 ��
 ��""
� �;��' �� N{ह 
�Z. 2�, �;" �� N{ह �Z. 2� �� ����� �1 	1 �">?� ह� -� 3��� �-�2� ��� <� 
N	 �� D� ��ह �� �1$ ¦� ��;� " ह1 ��� �	��� �-;�! �� ���� �
 *M- ��27�
 ह1 
, ��""
� ��1	 ;��� 	
 ह� �12 ;�! �1 ��K"���	
 ��  H�C �� �� 	�"� +�ह�� ह4, �_ ��� 
;�! �1 �����" ��  H�C �� �� �� 	�DB �ह ���� N��� N{ह ह4 ,  
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� )   ��""
� �;��-2> K�� N� �� * 
�-�� ��"� +�ह�� ह4 ? �_ ��� B� B� �-�� � �*B , �� ����<�� /�	     ,  
 
 �� ����<�� /�	  : ह�"� �
2� ��K������ "हR ��.2� #� ,  
 
 �� ��
����� ������ : N�"� "हR ��.2� #� ����" �$ ):� �;��' "� ��.2� 
#� , �ह  
F^" 3�� #� , 
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 �� ����<�� /�	: ���� L-�.D� �ह ह� �� ����� �;" �1 N^-�� ��� �� 
��"§2 ���1" �� K�� D:-������ ह� �  "�� �� <� �  "�� �� K�� D:-������ ह4 N$ �  
"�� �� D���  ���� ��, K�'�� ;1"' �. �"
 D"����1����� ह4, D���  ���� �� ����� ,  
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) : N� �_ ��� 6��O�� �� �
�	B ,  
 
 �� ����<�� /�	    : -� ��K����� �8 ;
�	B , 	
�  "�� �� 100 ����� 
��������
 ह� �  "�� <� �  "�� �� 100 ����� ह4 	
�  "�� , ��K� ��� �8 ;� , 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I have only one 

small question for the hon. Minister. Could he please tell us on the floor of 

the House the shareholding pattern of GUNet and IUNet and in what manner 

does the Carnegic Mellon hold a majority voting interest in GUNet? 
 
 �� ��
����� ������  : �ह D:(�G!" �8 ;
 	�B2
 ,  
  
 ��
�� ����  
�ह%A��  : 3����l�H 	
… 
 
 �� ��घ ��� � �
 : �ह1;�, N� ���
 ��� �
 ��"� , �ह1;�, ���� �;" �1 
�� �
" N;�
 ह�$	�� �� ���� ह4 , …(�����)… 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ���) : ��""
� 2\�� 	
… 
 
 �� ��घ ��� � �
:   K�� D"��  )��-� …(�����)… <� �
 �;�� ह4 , 
K�� D:ह1"� D��� ���� �� ���� ह� , K�� �� D���  ���� ;�� ह� ? …(�����)… 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� )  : 2\�� 	
, N���  v��� i�� !�; �� 
F�12 !1�� "हR ;��� , �_ ��� N� N�" {ह> �
�	B ,  
 
 ��
�� ����  
�ह%A�� :  J:�-�; , ��� "हR, 2\�� 	
 �1 K�' ���!�"
 ह1 
�ह
 ह� , �ह�ह�� �4 �.C
 	
 �� �-�� ��"� +�ह�
 ह . , �ह1;�, D� ��u� �� �ह�� ���� 
�-�� � *� 	� +���  ह4 <� ��"� �
 �ह�� ���� �-�� � *�  #� ����" �4 B� "�� �-�� 
3��"� +�ह�
 ह . 	1 )� �� 3�� "हR ह� <� �	��� �.C
 	
 "� �
 	-�� "हR �;�� ह� 
, 3����l�H 	
, ���� "�� �-�� D� �.;�? �� ह4, �.C
 	
 )�
 ��K"���	
 �
 ��� 
�� �ह� #� <� �4 3�
 ��K"1��	
 ��  �.;�? �� �.C
 	
 �� � *"� +�ह�
 ह . �� K�� N	 
��  �-^- �
 �ह ह�
�� "हR ह� )������ <� ����" ����� )�"� ��-��� "��-�?  
+�� �ह� ह�  i���1" ��  "�� ��, � �
 � �1���" ��������� �� D� �� ��.��  
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++s ह�$ <� �ह �� �
 M+�� �� ���> �"� �� ��� ��ह ��K"���	
 N	�� 
�1����� �. �1� ��  Z� �� D������ �
 	� �ह
 ह�, ��� ��ह �� B�"���� �. �1� ��  
Z� �� D������ �
 	� �ह
 ह� ,  
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� )   6��O�� �� �
�	B ,  
 
 ��
�� ����  
�ह%A�� :  ��� ��ह ��K"���	
 ��  	��B �ह���&�
� 
�. ��"�' ��  �ह�' �� ��� ���� 	� �ह� ह� , D���B ����   �
J� ��;� �-�� �ह ह� �� 
��.O�-��ह"
 ����1	"� ����� ���� ��� ह���� ;�! ��  F���H� ��  ��u� �1 l��" �� 
�8� 2�� �� "हR ? B� ��(…. 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) : ��""
�  ��" 2�L�� ,  
 
 ��
�� ����  
�ह%A�� : ; ��
 ��( )������ ��  ��# D� ��ह �� 
��]\�� ��"� �ह �=��"	"� ह� K�� ? 
 
 �� G��� �%��	8 (�BC
� /����): �.C
 	
 �1�1 �� N$�  "�� D�"� �. �
��� 
ह4, )2� D�"� �. �
��� ह� �1 -ह )�"� N� ह
 N 	��� �1 ���� K�' "हR ���� ? )2� 
-ह D�"� �. �
��� ह� �1 d-�.D� ��������� F1� �� �.C
 	
 �1 K�� ��ह�	 ह� ? 
 
 �� ��
����� ������: �� 	ह�. �� ;�! �
 F���H� �� �-�� ह�, ;�! �
 
F���H� �� l��" ह� %�&� �� �8� 2�� ह�, �8� 	� �ह� ह� <� �8� 	�B2� ,  
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ) : ��""
� �;��2>, 	��� �� N� 
)�*
 ��ह �� 	�"�� ह4 <� N� �12' �1 ��� � ह� �� N	 F�D-�� �4��? ��	"�� 2-
30 �� 5 �	� �� ह1"� #�, )2� N� �
 �ह��� ह1 �1 D��1 3 �	� �� 5-30 �� �� 
�� ,  
 SOME HON. MEMBERS: YES 

 
 �� ����<�� /�	: 	1 ह�"� �-�� � *�  #�, ह�� 3"�� �1$ 	-�� "हR ���� , 
…(�����)… 
 
 9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ): 	1 	-�� N"� #�, N 2�� , 
…(�����)… 
 
 �� ����<�� /�	  : ह� D��1 	-�� "हR ��"�� ह4 , …(�����)… ���
 �
 
�-�� �� 	-�� "हR N�� , …(�����)… D���B ह� �� �;" �� ��ह� 	� �ह� ह4 , 
…(�����)… 
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(At this stage, some hon. Members left the Chamber) 
  

9����>�# (�� �
� ���� � ��� ):   )� ह� 3��� ह4, 3 �	� ����2� ,  

The House then adjourned for luch at fifty-five minutes past 

one of the clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch at one minute past three of the clock, 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI) in the Chair 

PRIVATE MEMBER'S RESOLUTION 

Need for review of the Constitution of India-Contd. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): Shri 

Santosh Bagrodia. 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI (Maharashtra): Sir, I had not concluded my 

speech last time. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): No, as per 

the list, it is Shri Santosh Bagrodia. When the House adjourned on 20th 

April, you had concluded your speech. 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: No, no; Sir, I had not concluded my speech. I 

have the record with me. I had not concluded my speech. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): Okay, you 

can continue. 
 
 �� ���� ��3�
 (�ह���&�) : -�D� +�����" ��ह�, B� �-+�� �4 �8"� 
+�ह�� ह . , 15 �;" �ह�� 	� 2-$ ��ह� �� ��e> +� �ह� #� F��-�� ��=��? ��� ��  
�.�J. �� �1 D:ह1"� �� * N��y	"� ���� �ह
 #
 … 
 
 9����>�# (�� -�.2�. ;�	�D��) : -ह �� ह1 2�� , -ह �� +
	 8n� ह1 
2�
 ह�,  
 
 �� ���� ��3�
 : K�� 3:ह1"� ��� -��� �� �
 …(�����)… 
 
 �� �	�%� �; ��   (�l� F;�!) : -ह �����? �� BK��.	 �
 	� +��
 ह� 
…(�����)… 
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